Apparent decreases in colloid deposition rate coefficients with distance of transport under unfavorable deposition conditions: a general phenomenon.
The transport of polystyrene microspheres was examined in packed glass beads under a variety of environmentally relevant ionic strength and flow conditions. The observed profiles of numbers of retained microspheres versus distance from the column entrance were much steeper than expected based on a constant rate coefficient of deposition acrossthe length of the column, indicating apparent decreases in deposition rate coefficients with transport distance. Deviation in the profile from log-linear decreases with distance was greatest under highly unfavorable conditions (low ionic strength), relatively reduced under mildly unfavorable conditions (high ionic strength), and was eliminated under favorable conditions. The generality of apparent decreases in deposition rate coefficients with distance of transport among microspheres, bacteria, and viruses leads to the conclusion that such effects reflect processes that are fundamental to filtration under unfavorable conditions. Numerical simulations of experiments that were performed under unfavorable conditions utilized a log-normal distribution of deposition rate coefficients among the colloid population in orderto simulate the effluent curves and retained profiles simultaneously. It is shown that while straining could be a significant contributor to the steep retained profiles at low ionic strength, where overall retention is low, distribution in interaction potentials among the population was a viable mechanism that can yield apparent decreases in deposition rate coefficients with distance of transport.